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SOKOLIK ET AL., PAGE 117
Theory, experiment, and optogentic engineering combine to show how embry-
onic stem cells distinguish authentic signals from spurious noise.
Editor’s note: In addition to uncovering new biology, this work makes a meta-
phor for cell-fate decision making—Waddington’s landscape—rigorous and
explicit. Waddington’s landscape has long made certain types of insight more
accessible. Now, we have a formal and intuitive way of thinking about how
long a cell’s ‘‘memory’’ of past regulation persists. See also Preview by Hutchins
and Robson.Evolutionary Lens
DEY AND MEYER, PAGE 106
This Perspective discusses recent successes in using phylogenetic profiling
to study human gene function and argues for sequencing more protist
genomes.Big Data Search
YU ET AL., PAGE 130
A general-purpose algorithm enables a variety of massive, exponentially growing biological datasets to be searched
efficiently.
Editor’s note: This paper is a reminder that there are significant gains waiting to be exploited by identifying simple principles
that generalize to disparate applications in computational biology. By proving computational bounds for their algorithm in
terms of properties of the dataset, the authors allow determination of when their approach will be applicable. See also Preview
by Kannan and Tse.Regulating the Regulator
DING ET AL., PAGE 141
Four large-scale techniques are used to map the regulation of Oct4, a master regulator of pluripotency, in epiblast stem cells.
Editor’s note: This study uses global, complementary-yet-orthogonal methods to reveal distinct layers of Oct4 regulation. The
contrast to embryonic stem cells is striking and illustrates an epiblast-specific view of pluripotency that includes active repres-
sion of Oct4. Further, Ding et al.’s suite of techniques has predictive power when combined, suggesting general lessons for
refining ‘‘multiple-omics’’ into testable hypotheses. See also Preview by Hutchins and Robson.Mapping Active Regulatory Networks
MACNEIL ET AL., PAGE 152
Imaging of tens of thousands of RNAi experiments is used to map a gene regulatory network active in vivo in the nem-
atode gut.
Editor’s note: Notably, the large-scale gene regulatory network described in this
work is tissue specific and based on function (changes in gene expression upon
transcription factor inactivation), as opposed to DNA binding.Nucleation and Caging
SANCHEZ ET AL., PAGE 163
Stochastic binding, active confinement, and self-assembly of key molecules
builds the bacterial DNA segregation machine.
Editor’s note: How does one study the assembly of a dynamic, cellular mega-
complex that mixes proteins with nucleic acids and non-specific interactions
with key, specific ones? This study provides one answer, an experimental frame-
work that marries classic and state-of-the-art techniques with mathematical
modeling. The proposed assembly mechanism, ‘‘nucleation and caging,’’ may
explain the remarkable facility of bacteria to tolerate large, on-the-fly changes
in plasmid load.Cell Systems 1, August 26, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. ix
